Online Meeting Logistics

webinar.loinc.org
This meeting uses GoToWebinar. Check your computer/device for compatibility.

Agenda

8:00  Introductions

8:15  Updates and News (D Vreeman)

8:15  Rolling out our new approach to LOINC Committee

8:25  LOINC release, changes to release artifacts

8:40  LOINC content change highlights (S Abhyankar) [HANDOUT]

9:15  RELMA highlights [DEMO]

9:25  LOINC submissions public portal [DEMO]

9:35  FHIR-based terminology services for LOINC content [HANDOUT + DEMO]

9:45  LOINC 2017 Annual Report and other updates [DEMO]

10:15 Break

10:30 Presentation of the 2018 LOINC Award for Distinguished Contributions

10:45 Update on LIVD and LAW standards (E Heierman) [HANDOUT]

11:05 Update on HIV surveillance codes available in LIVD (CDC: M Gagnon and R Merrick)

11:15 Lessons from normalizing microbiology tests for a RHIO in Spain (BiTAC) [HANDOUT]

11:30 Update microbiology term submissions (S Abhyankar)

11:35 Bacterial drug susceptibility by molecular genetic methods (S Abhyankar) [HANDOUT]
11:45  LOINC terms for lab internal workflow (S Abhyankar)
12:00  Lunch Break
12:45  Guide for using LOINC microbiology terms (S Abhyankar) [HANDOUT]
1:00   Update from FDA meeting on answer values for ordinal tests (S Huff and C McDonald)
1:15   Discussion about prioritizing LOINC submissions work (D Vreeman and S Abhyankar)
1:45   High sensitivity troponin and “detection limit” terms (S Abhyankar)
2:00   Representing “no LOINC needed” in messages (J Yao)
2:30   Proposal for names (SN, LCN, Display Name) of deprecated terms (S Abhyankar)
3:00   Use of and enhancements to the LOINC Multiaxial Hierarchy (D Vreeman C McDonald)
3:30   Updates from the LOINC Community for the good of the order (Meeting Participants)
3:45   Other further topics
4:00   Adjourn

Next LOINC Lab Committee Meetings (Indianapolis)

Upcoming Meetings
•   Wednesday and Thursday December 5-6, 2018
•   Wednesday and Thursday June 5-6, 2019

Special thanks to the National Library of Medicine and the Regenstrief Foundation for their support of LOINC and this meeting.